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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we study the Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions on Sp(2, R) for irreducible 
principal series representations. We give the multiplicity theorem and an explicit formula for this 
function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This work is a continuation of three previous works [5-7]. In this paper, we treat 
the Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions for irreducible principal series re- 
presentations of G = Sp(2, R) and give a multiplicity theorem and explicit for- 
mulas for these functions. Because any irreducible unitary representation f G 
can be embedded into a principal series representation, the result obtained in 
this paper is "generic". 
The Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions are a kind of generalized Whit- 
taker function or model - namely, a realization of irreducible admissible re- 
presentations in a generalized Gelfand-Graev representation (of [11]). As seen 
from the theory of the Fourier-Jacobi expansion of automorphic forms (cf [2], 
[3]), these spherical functions are closely connected with Siegel automorphic 
forms of degree two and automorphic forms on the Jacobi group. Also, in the 
context of integral expressions of the standard L-functions, they can be con- 
sidered a generalization of the real local Whittaker-Shintani functions on G of 
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Fourier-Jacobi type, presented in sections 4 and 5 of the paper by Murase and 
Sugano [10]. In the p-adic case, Baruch and Rallis [1] studied an analogous 
model and proved its uniqueness. 
In particular, the Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions for principal series 
representations are related to the coefficient functions in the Fourier-Jacobi 
expansion of principal series Siegel automorphic forms, e.g. Siegel waveforms 
(cf [8]). Moreover, we can consider these functions to be the "origin" of those 
for every irreducible admissible representation, i  view of the process of the 
degeneration f generalized spherical functions as special functions. In fact, 
the resulting explicit formulas are compatible with the formulas for the P j- 
principal series representations of G given in [7]: If we ignore the assumption 
regarding the irreducibility of representations, some formulas in the P j-prin- 
cipal series case identical to those in the principal series case obtained by for- 
mally substituting the parameters that correspond to the embeddings ofthe P j- 
principal series into the principal series. 
The proof of our main result is standard: We explicitly solve a system of dif- 
ferential equations atisfied by the Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions. 
These equations arises from the actions of the center Z(gc) of the universal 
enveloping algebra of the complexification f the Lie algebra of G. It is known 
that Z(gc) is generated by two elements, and we can take the Casimir element 
to be one of the generators. To obtain a full formula for these functions in the 
situation considered in this paper, we need both of the generators ofZ(gc). We 
construct the generator distinct from the Casimir element from compositions 
of the Schmid operators (cf [9]). 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Takayuki Oda for 
his helpful suggestions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Groups and algebras 
We denote by Z, R and C the ring of rational integers, the real number field and 
the complex number field, respectively, and by Z>m the set of integers n such 
that n_> m. Let Mn(R) be the space of real matrices of size n. Put 
(02  12 ) E M4(R), where 12 (resp. O2) is the unit (resp. the zero) ma_ 
J2 = -12 02 
trix in Mz(R). Let G = {g E M4(R) ['gJ2 = J2g -1, detg = 1} be the real sym- 
plectic group Sp(2, R) of degree two, and let K = {g E G [ tg-1 = g} _~ U(2) be a 
maximal compact subgroup of G which is isomorphic to the unitary group 
U(2) of degree two. Moreover, let g and [~ be the Lie algebra of G and K, re- 
spectively. If we put p = {X E g I tX = X}, then we have a Cartan decomposi- 
tion g = l~ ® p. For a Lie algebra I, we denote by Ic = I ®R C the complex- 
ification of l. 
Let ~ be the compact Cartan subalgebra of g in [6]. Under the identification 
of hc* and C 2 in [6], we fix a positive root system A + = 
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{(2, 0), (0, 2), (1, 1), (1,-1)} in the set of roots A = {~(2, 0), ±(0, 2), i (1 ,  1), 
+(1, -1)  } of (~c, go). Here the set of compact and non-compact positive roots 
are A + = {(1,-1)} and A + = {(2, 0), (0, 2), (1, 1)}, respectively. 
Let us take the maximal abelian subalgebra p of t3 and the set of positive 
roots ~+ in the restricted root system N of (ap, g) in [6]. Denote the restricted 
root space for o~ E 2 by g~ and put np = ~e~+ g~- Then we have an Iwasawa 
decomposition g=l~®a~®np and G=KApNp, where A~=exp~= 
{diag(al, a2, ai -1, a21)lai > 0} and N~ = exp np. Moreover put Mp = {~14, ±~/} 
with 7 = diag(-1, 1,-1, 1). Then P0 = MpApNp is a minimal parabolic sub- 
group of G and the right hand side gives its Langlands decomposition. 
Let P j  = MjAjNj be the Langlands decomposition of the Jacobi maximal 
parabolic subgroup Pj of G corresponding to the long root in [6]. Here Aj = 
{a~ = diag(~, 1,~ -~, 1) l r ~ R} with ~ = e ~. Moreover let Rj be the Jacobi sub- 
group of G defined as the semidirect product M~ ~< N.r ~- SL(2, R) ~< H(R), where 
M) is the identity component of Mj. Because of Iwasawa decomposition, we 
have G = RjAjK. 
2.2. Representations 
Since the Cartan subalgebra Ij of g is compact, A + is a positive system of 
A(lac,~c). From the highest weight theory, the set A = {A = (A1, A2) IAi E 
Z, A1 > A2} of the A+-dominant weights parameterizes the equivalence classes 
of irreducible representations of K. For each A = (A1, X2) E A, we denote the 
corresponding representation of K by (ra, V~) and take the standard basis 
A {v~}0_<k<dx of Vx where dx = A1 - A2. 
We recall the unitary dual of the Jacobi subgroup Rj. Let (u, H) be an irre- 
ducible unitary representation f Nj -~ H(R) such that its central character is 
non-trivial. Since the center of Nj is one dimensional, u is infinite dimensional 
and can be parameterized by R\{0} up to equivalence, from the theorem of 
Stone -von Neumann. Take (u,,, Hm) the representation corresponding to the 
parameter m E R\{0} in [6]. Then it can be extended to a continuous projective 
unitary representation (Z~m, Hm) of Rj via the Weil representation W~ of M~, 
that is Z~m(~)= Wm(g)um(n) for ~=g.n  E M~-KN]. On the other hand, let 
(7r1, ?/F~ ) be an irreducible unitary representation f the universal cover M) ~- 
SL(2, R) of M) which does not factor through M~. Then 7r 1 is in the one of the 
following series: the unitary principal series "P~ (s c x/-Z]-R, r = + ½), the com- 
plementary series C2 (0 < s < ½,r = +½), and the discrete series and the quo- 
tient representation D~ (k c ½Z>l,k ¢ Z). If we put P~,,m(n) = 7rl(g) ® Z?m(h), 
then (P~,m, W~I ® Hm) becomes an irreducible unitary representations of Rj 
with non-trivial central character. And any irreducible representation p of Rj 
which is not trivial on the center is of the form p = p~,~. Now we take the basis 
{wz ® ujY}leLj~S of the representation p = p~,m in [6]. Here two sets J = arm and 
L = L~ of indices are given by 
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J = {sgn(m) (~ + Zk0) }, 
{r + 2Z} for 7rl = P~, £~-, 
L= {±k±2Z>0} forTrl=7)~:. 
Let 0- be a representation of Mp such that 0-(7) = Cr l  and 0-(-7) = 0-2 with 
0-i E {±1}, and let u~ be a quasi-character of Ap such that 
, = z~ z2 with zi E C. We identify a and u~ with (or1, a2) uz(diag(al, a2, al  1 a22)) a 1 a 2 
and (zi, z2), respectively. Then we obtain a principal series representation 
Indea0 (0- ® u ® 1N,) of G induced from the minimal parabolic subgroup Po. The 
following proposition gives the multiplicity formula for their K-types. 
Proposition 2.1. (Miyazaki-Oda [9; Proposition 3.2]) Each irreducible K-mod- 
ule ('rA, V J  with A = (A1, A2) E A occurs in the restriction of Ind,0 (0- ® u~ ®IN.) 
to K with multiplicity ~m ~ Zll2 < m _< At, ( -1) m = o1, (-1) a~--az-m = 0-2}. In 
particular, irreducible rkpresentations % with A E A given below occur in the re- 
striction of Ind,0 (0- ® Uz ® IN,) to K with multiplicity one. 
(1) t = (l, l) with l E Z such that 2l + 1 -= -4-1(mod 4), for 
(o-l, 0-2) = (±1, ±1). 
(2) A = (l ± 1, l) with l E Z, for (0-1,02) = (±1, :~zl). 
We call an irreducible principal series representation I d,0 (0- ® uz ® IN,) even 
(resp. odd) for the case (1) (resp. (2)) in Proposition 2.1. We remark that the 
minimal K-type(s) of Ind~0(o-® Uz ® 1N,) is/are r(0,0) (resp. r(l,1) and r(-i,-0, 
r(1,0) and r(0,-1)) if (0-1,0-2) is (1, 1) (resp. (-1, -1), (±1, T1)). 
2.3. Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions 
Let (p, Up) be an irreducible unitary representation of Rj and let (% V~) be a 
finite dimensional K-module. We denote by C~,~(Rj\G/K) the space of smooth 
functions F :  G ~ 5cp ® V~ satisfying F(rgk) = (p(r) N r(k)-l)F(g) for all 
(r, g, k) E Rj x G x K. On the other hand, put C°°(Aj; p, r) the space of smooth 
functions ~:  Aj --+ 5p ® V~ satisfying (p(m) ® r(m))~(a) = ~(a) for all m E 
Rj  N K = M~ n K and a E Aj. Because of the decomposition G = RjAjK,  the 
restriction ]Aj to Aj gives a linear map from C~,~(Rj\G/K) to C~(Aj; p, r), 
which is injective. For eachf  E C~#(Rj\G/K), we callfIAj E C~(Aj; p, r) the 
radial part o f f .  
Let (r', Vr,) be another finite dimensional K-module. For each C-linear map 
u: C~,~(Rj\G/K) ~ C~,~,(Rj\G/K), there exists a unique C-linear map 7~(u) : 
C~(As;p,r)  ---+ C°~(As;p,r') with the property (uf)lA J = 7~(U)0Claj) for 
f E C~,~(Rj\G/K). We call T~(u) the radialpart of u. 
Let us take an irreducible admissible representation ~rof G with a K-type 
(r*, VT), the contragradient representation f (% V~), and put i* the pullback of 
a K-equivariant map i : r* --+ ~rlK. For a triple (p, ~r; r), we consider the inter- 
twining space Zp,~ = Hom(~e,K)(~r, C°°Ind~j (p)) between (gc, K)-modules and 
its restriction to r*: 
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i* 
2-p,~ ~ HOmK(m*, C°°Ind~j (p)) -~ C~,°~(R]\G/K). 
Here C~Ind~s(p ) is (the underlying (gc,K)-module of) the C~-induced re- 
presentation of G and the last isomorphism comes from the canonical bilinear 
form on V~. x (Sp ® V~). If we denote the image of T c 2-p,~ in Cf,~(Rj\G/K) 
via the above map by T,-, then the space Jp,~(~-) of the Fourier-Jacobi type 
spherical functions of type (p, 7r; m) on G is defined by 
s.,.(.)= U {r,I rezp,.}. 
icHOmK(T*,~rlK ) 
Moreover we put J;,~(m)_ = {f e Jp,~(~-) I flAj is of moderate growth} if p is 
not trivial on the center. 
3. MAIN  RESULT  
Let p be an irreducible unitary representation f Rj whose central character is 
not trivial. In the previous papers, the Fourier-Jacobi model for irreducible 
admissible representations 7r belonging to the following three series were stu- 
died: (i) the holomorphic (or the anti-holomorphic) discrete series [6] (ii) the 
large discrete series [6] (iii) the Pa-principal series [7]. The multiplicities for this 
model are at most one in (i) and three in (ii) and (iii), and the models of mod- 
erate growth satisfy the multiplicity free property and have explicit formulas 
t'g~r, 0 {X~ via the Meijer's G-functions "r-l,r~ J for suitable parameter r in the all cases. 
Here we study the Fourier-Jacobi model for 7r belonging to the principal 
series and obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let rc be an irreducible principal series representation of G, 7" be a 
multiplicity one K-type of tO and p be an irreducible unitary representation fRj 
with non-trivial central character. Then we have 
dimYp,~ = dimJp,~(~-) _< 4, dimJ;,~@) _< 1. 
Moreover the radial parts of functions in J°p,~(r) are expressed by the Meijer's G- 
4. EXPL IC IT  FORMULAS 
4.1. Differential equations 
Let :r = Ind,0 (or ® Uz ® 1N~) be an irreducible principal series representation f 
G, ~-~, a multiplicity one K-type of 7% and (p, Up) = (P~h,m, ~/~Trl ® him) an irre- 
ducible unitary representation f Ra as in §2.2. In this subsection, we describe a
system of differential equations atisfied by the Fourier-Jacobi type spherical 
functions of type (p, 7r; "cA). 
Let Y2 be the Casimir element of the universal enveloping algebra U(gc) and 
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let V p.~ ± : C °¢p,.;I (R j \G/K)  -+ C~,~_I±e(Rj\G/K be the shift operator with/3 c A + 
and A E A. These operators are defined in [6] and [7]. 
Proposition 4.1. Each ~ E Jp,~(7a)[Aj satisfies the following system of differential 
equations. 
(1) I f  Tr is even and A = (-n,  -n), then 
T~(f2)~(ar) = Xng~(a~), 
~(~7p~?({ ° ) o T~(g7-(r°,2) )o 7~(V "(°'2) ] o 7Z(V~2,~))~p(ar) : Xn4qO(ar), , , P, I+(2,2) p,TI+(2,0) ] 
(2) I f  re is odd and % = ( -n  + 1, -n), then 
Tq.( Q)qo(ar) = Xng~(ar), 
J-~(~7-(1 '1) ) o ~'~(~7~l, rl )))9(ar) 2 +(V(ar) 
P~ A+(l,1) 
"~(v~l~ll)(m)) o "]2~(V~(11'l))qo(ar) = 2 a 
Here the eigenvalues Xn, X 4, and X 2,~ are given by 
Xn=z2 +z2-  5, xe :4{z2- (n -1)2}{z~- (n -1)2} ,  
X2,+ = __~2 _]_ (n --  1) 2 , X2n,- = _~12 _1_ n 2, 
where (~', ~.') = (z1,z2)/fo- = (1,-1) (resp. (-1, 1)) andn iseven (resp. odd), and 
(~, Z) = (z2, zl) otherwise. 
Proof. It is well known that each element in the center Z(gc) of U(gc), in par- 
ticular f2, acts infinitesimally as a scalar on re, hence on Jp,~(ra)[Aj. Since 7-)~ is a 
multiplicity one K-type of re, it also follows that the compositions of the shift 
operators in the proposition acts on Jp,~(Ta)lA: as a scalar operator. The ei- 
genvalues of these actions can be found in Miyazaki-Oda [9] §§7,10,11. [] 
4.2. Explicit formulas 
We discuss an explicit formula of the Fourier-Jacobi type spherical functions 
by solving the system of differential equations in Proposition 4.1. Taking the 
basis {v)}0_<1:_<d I and {wz @Uj}IELjEJ of  the representations (rx, Va) and 
(p~t,m,)/V~ ® Hm) respectively, we express each element of C°°(Aj; p, z~) as 
dl 
E E e],k(ar)(Wl @ u? @ v~), l(],k) : - j  -1- k -/~1, 
k=0 jEL 
t = 10,~) ~ L 
with C~-functions cj,k(ar) on Aj. 
Let 7r = Ind,0 (or N vz ® 1N,) be even and T;~ a 1-dimensional K-type of re, i.e. 
A = ( -n , -n )  with even (resp. odd)integer n if 0r = (1, 1) (resp. ( -1, -1)) .  In this 
setting, we have da = 0 and each ~ E C°°(As;p, Ta) can be expressed by the 
form 
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(4.1) ~(ar) = ~ cj(ar)(Wl®U']' ® v~), l(j) = - j+n .  
jEJ 
1=~(/) cL 
Lemma 4.2. Let (p, 7r; ra) be as above. I f  we express ~ C f f  p,~r("l'~)lAs a  (4.1), the 
system of  differential equations in Proposition 4.1 (1) is equivalent o the following 




A;_2cj_2(ar ) 4- B?cj(ar) 4- Cf+2cj+2(ar) = O, 
D?_2cj_2(ar ) 4- Ej~cj(ar) 4- Fa~2cj+2(ar ) = O. 
1 ( 1 ) (3 )  
A+ = - 27rm (zo - l(j) + 1), A 7 = -27rm j + 5 J + 2 (zo - l(j) + 1), 
e?  = ~2 d 2 _ 3~ + b/~) - x~, 
d{ 2 
(~) (3 )  1 
C + = 27rm j - j - (zo + l(j) + 1), Cj- - 27rm (zo + l(j) + 1), 
2 ;~ __d (n+ + 4~rm{ 2 }, v?= 4Af. 
Ef = 4(zo + l(j) - 1)(zo - l(/') + 1) 
x {{  ff--~+ (n -  3) -47rm~2}{~ ff-~- (n + l) + 47rm{ 2} 
-4 ( j  -1 )  ( j -~) -{{~+ (n-3)+4rcm{2}{{~ - (n+ 1)-4rcm{ 2} 
- x 4 ,  
= _ 4rcm{2 ~d 1) _ 4rcm~.2 } Fj ~: 4C j~.{{~+(n 3) - }{ dg- (  n+ , 
and 
bj(~) =n(n-2) -  ( j -~) ( j -~)+(zo+l ( j ) - l ) ( zo - / ( j )  + 1) 
- 87rm~2(k - n + 2j) - 167r2m2~ 4. 
The equations (4.2) and (4.3) are vaIidforj  E Jsuch that l(j) E L, andwe take the 
upper part of a "T "and a "+"  if  m > O, and the lower one otherwise. Moreover we 
understand cj(ar) -- 0 if j ~ J or l(l') fL L The parameter zo means s (resp. nl - 1) 
for 7rl -- 7"*~ and C~ (resp. 7)n~ ).
Proof. This lemma can be obtained through direct computation, by using the 
explicit formula for the actions of the Casimir element Y2 and the shift opera- 
tors in [7] and [6]. [] 
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Now we assume m > 0 and put a new variable x = 47rm~ 2 instead of{. If  we use 
and e 2 a2 - the Euler operator 0 -- x --adx, then we have {~ = 20 -. d~2 -- 402 -- 20. 
First, let ~rl = 73 + . Then there exists a multiplicity one K-type r~ with A = 
( -n , -n )  of ~r such that l(j) =- j+nC~L={nl+2Z_>0} for all 
j E J = {½ + Z_>0}. Since rc is irreducible and thus Zp,~ _~ Jp,~(r) for each mul- 
tiplicity one K-type r* of rr, then we have Zp,,~ = {0}. 
To treat the other cases of rri, we provide the lemma below. Let j0 be the 
minimum indexj E J such that l(/) E L, that is, 
(4.4) 
{79~, C'~, r+l==-n (mod2), 
½' f ° rT r l={D~,  n l - I~-n  (mod2), n l~-n@ 1, 
7 )r, C'~, "r - l=_n (mod2), 
j0 = 3, for 71" 1 ~)~, nl -- 3-- --n (mod 2), n~ < -n  + 3, 
n q- nl, for 7l"1 = ~D~,  n 1 > - -n  - -  3 .  
Lemma 4.3. Fix an index N E J such that I(N) E L and N >_ jo + 2. Moreover let 
us assume that the functions {cj(ar) [j E J, l(j) E L, jo <_J <- N-  2} satisfy the 
recurrence relations in Lemma 4.2. I f  we define the function CN+2(ar) from 
Cx-2(ar) and cN(a,.) by (4.2), then the equation (4.3) for j  = N holds. 
Proof. To prove this, it suffices to see the equation 
-C~v(D~v_2CN_2(ar) q-E~vCN(ar ) + F++2CN+2(ar)) = O, 
since C + ¢ 0 from the assumption. Using the definition of the function 
cN+z(ar) and the assumption, we can see that this equation holds via direct 
computation. [] 
In view of Lemma 4.3, it suffices to find only functions % (a,.) and %+2(ar) sa- 
tisfying the recurrence relations in Lemma 4.2. 
Let j0 = ~or~.l 3 Combining the equations (4.2) and (4.3) for j  = j0 to cancel out 
the function %+2(at), we have the following equation for % (ar). 
[(20 + n - 3 -  x) (20-  n -  1 -  x ) (402-80+ bjo(X ) - X~?) 
- (zo  + l( i 'o) - 1 ) (zo  - l (1o)  + 1) (20  + n - 3 - x ) (20  - n - 1 + x )  
+ ~]  cj0(a~) = 0. 
I f  we put Cjo (ar) = e{Xy and rewrite the above equation into the one for y, then 
we find that y satisfies the differential equation of Meijer (cf [4] p.210, 5.4(1), [6] 
§A.2, (A.10)) for (p, q, m, n) = (3, 4, 4, 0) with the parameters 
z0 +2+jo  - zo  +2+j0  -n+3 
al - -  2 ~ a2 =-  2 ~ a3 - -  2 
_z2_F2 bl z1+2 b2 - -z1+2 b3 = zz 2 b4 = z 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ 2 
This differential equation for y is of 4-th order and their solution which is 
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moderate growth is given by a constant multiple of the function 
\ 
G~',4(x b~a~a~) .  I f  @0+2(at)is defined by (4,2) from each cjo(ar ) satisfying the 
above equation, these satisfy (4.3). Here we remark that cjo+z(ar) defined as 
above keeps the growth property of cj0 (a~). 
If j0 = n + nl, then we have z0 = nl - 1 and l(j0) = -n l ,  and the similar dis- 
cussion leads the following differential equation for Cjo (ar). 
[(20+ n -  3 -  x) (20-n -  1 -x ) (402-80+bjo(X) -  Xo) 
- ( zo  + l ( jo )  - 1 ) (zo  - l ( j o )  + 1) (20  + n - 3 - x ) (20  - n - 1 + x )  
+ - o -  (20+n-3+x) (20-n - l -x )+ eso(a~) = O. 
_I  x We can see that y = e 2 %(a~) satisfies the differential equation of Meijer for 
(p, q, m, n) = (3,4, 4, O) with the parameters 
a l  nl+~ nl+-~ n+3 
=- -T -~ a2  =~- - - ,  a3  - -  2 
22+2 -z2+2 __ z1+2 b2  - - z1+2 b3 = b4  - 
h i -  2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
Therefore the function G4:~(x b,a~;~4) is a unique solution of moderate 
x 
growth for this equation of 4-th order, up to constant multiple. If we define 
Cjo+2(ar ) by (4.2) from each solution ej0(a,. ) of this equation, then these satisfy 
(4.3). 
If we discuss similarly for m < 0 using a variable x ~ --- -4~rm~ 2 instead of x, 
then we can get the following result. 
Theorem 4.4. Let rc = Ind,0 (or ® uz ® l&) be an irreducible even principal series 
representation of  G with ~ = (~rl, cr2) and uz = (zl, z2), and let r~ with X = 
( -n , -n )  be a 1-dimensional K-type of ~r. Moreover let (p, f p) = (P,q,m, l/V,q ® 
btm) be an irreducible unitary representation of R j  with m E R\{0}. I f  
re1 = 7~ gn(m), then Jp,~(r~) = {0}. For the other rq, we have dim Jp,~(r~) _< 4and 
dim J~,~(%) _< 1. Moreover the coefficient functions cj(ar) of  ~ E jop,~(%)[Aj are 
given as follows: 
When m > O, letjo E J be the index in (4.4). 
(1) I f  jo = ½or 3, i.e. 7rl = 79~, C;, or 7)n~ with nl < -n  + 3, then 
zo+2+so zo+2+jo - 3 ) 
~x ,,-~4.0 2 ~ 2 ~ n2+ 
Cjo(ar )  = C 'e  ~ ~r314 X z1+2 --Z1÷2 22+2 2 ' 
with some constant c. Here zo means s (resp. nl - 1) for 7r~ = 7)~ or Cf (resp. 7?~1 ).
(2) Ifjo = n + nl, i.e. rq = D2~ with nl > -n  + 3, then 
Cjo(ar)=c'e½~GS°(3,4 X z,+2 nl+~- nl+~35- n+3 ' 2 ' 2 
-z l  +2 z2+2 -z2+2 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
with some constant c. 
When m < O, let fo = max{/" E J]l(j') E L}. 
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(1) I f j '  o = - lo r -3 ,  i.e. 7r 1 = ~2~f, C2 ' or ~)n+ withnl  <- n +3, then 
// [ zo+2-j~ -Zo+2-j~ n+3 "~ 
e , : fa r )=e.e½e<,° f  '1 2 , - - : - - - ,  T ~X [ Zl+2 -z~+2 z2+2 -z2+2 ) 
\ / 2- ' T ' 2 '  2 
with some constant c. Here zo means s (resp. nl - 1) for  ~rl = 7)7, ~or C~ (resp. D,,).+ 
(2) I f f  o = n -nb  i.e. %1 = D + with nl > n + 3, then 
~xa "-'4'0 ( ta3  4 n l+~n]+3-n+3)  
-Joe" , ,(a~? = c. e~ x' 2 ' 2 , 2 , Z 1 +2 Zl +2 Z2+2 --Z2+2 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
with some constant c. 
The other coefficients are given by (4.2) inductively from the above coefficients. 
For the odd principal series representations, calculation required to solve the 
system of equations in Proposition 4.1 (2) is longer and more complicate than 
that for the even ones. Here we describe the following theorem for the odd case. 
The details of the required calculation are left for the readers. 
Theorem 4.5. Let  ~r = Indpa0 (a ® uz ® 1N,) be an irreducible odd principal series 
representation o f  G with a = (al, a2) and uz = (zl,z2), and let ~-~ with )~ = ( -n  + 
1, -n )  be a multipl icity one K- type o f  Tr. Moreover let (p, Yrp) = (P~I,m, W~, ® ldm) 
be an irreducible unitary representation of Rj with m E R\{0}. I f  ~q = 79s~ g'(m), 
then Jp,~(%)={0}. For the other 7rl, we have dimJp,~(%)<_4 and 
dim J~,~(%) _< 1. Moreover the coefficient funct ions cj,k(ar) o f  ~ ~ J;,~('ra)[A~ 
are given as fol lows: 
When m > O, letjo E J be the index in (4.4). 
(1) I f jo -~or~,- 1 3 i.e. ~rl =7)~,C~, or79~ withnl  <- -n+ 3, then 
( z°+7 -z°+7 -n+3+k° ) 41o C½,ko (a~) = e.  e½XG x 5+2+~0 -5+2+k0 5'+3-k0 -~'+3-k0 ' 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
with ko = 3 - jo and some constant c. Here zo means s (resp. nl - 1)for ~ra = 79~ or 
cj (resp. 
(2) I f jo = n +nb i.e. 7rl = 77nl with nl > -n  + 3, then 
e½XG,4,°( "+~ "'+3 "+3 ) 2  '  ' 2 
Cjo_l,o(ar) ~--. e" 3,4 X .~ ,  -~+22 , ~'+32 , -Z+32 ' 
with some constant c. 
When m < O, let fo be the max imum index j  c J such that l(j, O) E L. 
(1) I f f  o = -½or  _3, i.e. 7rl = 7) 2, C2, or D,  + with nl ~ n +3, then 
G~, 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 C_I,U 0 (at) -.~ c. e ix1 , x' ~.+2+k; -~+2+k; ~'+3-U 0 -~ '+3-Z  0 , 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
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with U o = - ½ - fo and  some constant  c. Here  zo means  s (resp. nl - 1 ) fo r  7rl = 79~ 
or c (resp. z n+ ). 
(2) I f f  o = n -- nb  i.e. 7r~ = 77n + with nl > n + 3, then 
1X, 1~4,0( /'/1-t-5 r/l+3 --n@4 ) 
9;+1,1(ar) = C" e 0-3, 4 X t 2 , 2 -, 2 ~+3 -~+3 Z+2 -Z+2 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
with some constant  c. 
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